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Generalized phase synchronization in unidirectionally coupled chaotic oscillators
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We investigate phase synchronization between two identical or detuned response oscillators coupled to a
slightly different drive oscillator. Our result is that phase synchronization can occur between response oscil-
lators when they are driven by correlated~but not identical! inputs from the drive oscillator. We call this
phenomenon generalized phase synchronization and clarify its characteristics using Lyapunov exponents and
phase difference plots.
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Synchronization has been of much interest since Huyg
first description of it in two pendulum clocks on a wall@1#.
The report that synchronization can be observed even in
otic systems gave new rise to scientific attention to the p
nomenon@2,3#. Over the past decade, synchronization
coupled chaotic oscillators has been intensely investiga
for the understanding of its fundamental role in coupled n
linear systems and the possibility of applications in vario
fields @4–8#. What characterizes synchronization is the co
vergence of the distance between the state variables of d
and response systems to zero due to weak interaction.
eral different types of synchronization, i.e., phase synchro
zation ~PS! @9–11#, lag synchronization~LS! @12#, complete
synchronization~CS! @3#, and generalized synchronizatio
~GS! @13# have been observed in coupled chaotic system

While CS, PS, and LS are observed in identical or sligh
detuned systems~due to parameter mismatch! @2,3,9#, GS is
observed in coupled oscillators with different dynamics@13#.
When chaotic signals of a drive oscillator are fed into
sponse oscillators, above a critical coupling the response
cillators lose their exponential instability in the transver
direction and their state variables converge to the sa
value. This convergence is the main character of GS. S
the attractors of response oscillators converge to the s
image in the GS regime, GS implies the emergence o
functional relation between drive and response oscilla
such thatx15H(x2) @13#, wherex1 andx2 are the state vec
tors of drive and response oscillators, respectively.

In mutually coupled chaotic oscillators, there have be
extensive investigations on the whole synchronization p
nomena~PS, LS, and CS! and various transition scenario
clarified @9,12#. Most of the investigations in unidirectionall
coupled chaotic oscillators have been concentrated on
transition and its applications. Also, some trials have b
made to unveil the relation between PS and GS: Parlitzet al.
@14# experimentally studied PS in unidirectionally coupl
analog computer and Zheng and Hu@15# theoretically dem-
onstrated that GS can be weaker than PS depending on
rameter mismatchs. Nevertheless, there remain unclar
questions concerning to PS in unidirectionally coupled c
otic oscillators. Particular questions arehow PS phenomen
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established in the drive response and the response-resp
systems differ from each otherandhow they develop to GS.

In this paper, we investigate transition to PS in unidire
tionally coupled chaotic oscillators driven by two differe
types of chaotic signal. We demonstrate that PS in
response-response system is induced by PS in the d
response system when the driving signals are identical. H
ever, we find that when correlated but not identical drivi
signals are used, PS is established in the response-resp
system but not in the drive-response system. We call
special PS phenomenongeneralized phase synchronizatio
~GPS! and discuss its relation with GS.

How to define the phase for a chaotic system is an imp
tant issue and an active field of investigation in nonline
dynamics. So far several methods, e.g., using phase s
projection @17,9#, Hilbert transformation@8#, and wavelet
transformation@16#, etc., have been suggested and there h
been done extensive investigations based on these meth
The method using phase space projection is the most
plest one to define the phase in Ro¨ssler oscillator and it en-
ables us to use analytic treatment in analyzing the ph
dynamics. We follow this approach. The phase is defined
the simple geometric function:u i5arctan(yi /xi), where i
51 for a drive oscillator andi 52,3 for response oscillators

To demonstrate the conventional PS phenomenon es
lished in the drive-response, we consider the unidirection
coupled Ro¨ssler oscillators with slight parameter mismat
~see the caption of Fig. 1!. The identical signaly1 from drive
oscillator is fed into two responses and the phase differe
between drive and response oscillators can be written as
lows @9,10#:

ḟ1k5Dv2
e

2

R1

Rk
sinf1k1j~ t !, ~1!

wheref1k5u12uk andRk5Axk
21yk

2 andk52,3. Here,Dv
is the frequency mismatch between drive and response o
lators andj(t) is the fast fluctuating term which plays th
role of effective noise. It is known that the above dynamics
governed by type-I intermittency in the presence of noise
that PS is established when the channel width is deeper
the maximum of the effective noisej(t) @11#. Accordingly,
we can estimate the onset point of PS by considering
fixed point condition:ḟ1k50. It leads to the equationf1k
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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5arcsin(2DvRk /eR1) where we ignore the effective nois
termj because it is negligible in the PS regime@9#. Accord-
ingly, the onset solution of the fixed point isf1k* 5p/2 when
2DvRk /eR151. Thus the critical coupling can be estimat
by e'2Dv, sinceR1 /Rk'1 between slightly detuned sys
tems@9#. Then the critical coupling for PS can be estimat
by ec52Dv52(vd2v r)50.03.

Figure 1 shows the stroboscopic phase trajectories
probability distributionsP(u1,2) of chaotic oscillators 1 and
2 just above the critical point with the reference oscilla
~see Ref.@18# for our definition!. One can see that PS occu
between oscillators 1 and 3@Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!# as well as
between oscillators 2 and 3@Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!# as oscilla-
tors 1 and 2 take the preference directions@i.e., ^exp(iu)&
5* exp(iu)P(u)duÞ0]. This implies that the rotational sym
metry on the projective attractor is broken due to PS tra
tion, which is the indisputable evidence of PS@9–11#. Ac-
cordingly, we understand that PS established in the respo
response system is due to PS in the drive-response sys
i.e., above the critical couplingḟ1250 and ḟ1350 imply
ḟ2350 in Eq. ~1!. In other words, PS in the drive-respon
system coincides with PS in the response-response sy
when identical driving signals are used.

Next, we consider two response Ro¨ssler oscillators driven
by the correlated signals,x1 and y1, instead of identical
ones:

ẋ152vdy12z1 ,

ẏ15vdx110.165y1 ,

FIG. 1. PS ate50.04 in coupled Ro¨ssler oscillators:ẋ15

2vdy12z1 , ẏ15vdx110.15y1 , ż150.21z1(x1210), ẋ2,35

2v ry2,32z2,3, ẏ2,35v rx2,310.165y2,31e(y12y2,3), ż2,350.2
1z2,3(x2,3210), wherevd51.015 andv r51.0. ~a! stroboscopic
phase trajectory~black dots! of oscillator 1 with reference oscillato
3 @18#. Gray dots show the whole attractor of oscillator 1 witho
stroboscopic sampling.~c! Stroboscopic phase trajectory~black
dots! of oscillator 2 with reference oscillator 3.~b! and ~d! are
probability distributions of~a! and ~c!, respectively.
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ż150.21z1~x1210!, ~2!

ẋ252v ry22z21e~x12x2!,

ẏ25v rx210.165y2 ,

ż250.21z2~x2210!, ~3!

ẋ352v ry32z3 ,

ẏ35v rx310.165y31e~y12y3!,

ż350.21z3~x3210!, ~4!

where the correlated signalsx1 andy1 of oscillator 1 are fed
into oscillators 2 and 3, respectively. In real systems, no
and delay in propagating channel are unavoidable. Thus
above system models a real situation in which two respo
systems are driven by correlated signalsx andx8 wherex8 is
a distorted version ofx. We propose the above system f
studying PS in unidirectionally coupled systems and its re
tion to GS.

The difference dynamics between two response oscilla
is given byDẊ5ADX1J(t) whereDX5x22x3 , A5„(0,
2v r ,21),(v r ,0.165,0),(0,0,210)…, and J5diag„e(x1
2x2),2e(y12y3),z2x22z3x3…. By iterating this dynamics,
we can find transverse Lyapunov exponents describing
relative motion of oscillators 2 and 3. In Fig. 2, we see tw
transition pointsA andB which, as we will see below, cor
respond to two different types of PS: namely, GPS atA and
the conventional PS atB.

The phase difference between drive and response osc
tors is given by

ḟ1k5Dv2B~u1 ,uk!sinf1k1hk~u1 ,uk!, ~5!

whereDv5vd2v r ,

B~u1 ,uk!5
e

2

R1

Rk
20.15 cos~u11uk!,

FIG. 2. Two largest transverse Lyapunov exponents whenvd

50.7 andv r51.0. There are two transition pointsA andB.
1-2
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hk~u1 ,uk!5
e~2k25!

2

R1

Rk
sin~u11uk!2~0.015

2e!sinuk cosuk1S z1

R1
sinu12

zk

Rk
sinukD .

We can see ak-dependent term inhk(u1 ,uk) which is due to
the driving by correlated signals from the drive oscillator
Eqs. ~2!–~4!. We can obtain the critical point for PS trans
tion which isec522Dv50.6, in accordance with the argu
ment of the former case@below Eq.~1!#. The drive and re-
sponse oscillators develop to a PS state at this critical v
and PS between oscillators 2 and 3 is induced above
critical coupling. The critical value of the critical couplin
agrees with that of the transition point indicated by pointB
(e'0.55). Thus we understand thatB corresponds to con
ventional PS transition point at which the three oscillat
develop to PS simultaneously.

We need to inspect the phenomenon at reference poinA,
which is described as crossing to the negative value in on
the Lyapunov exponents. Figure 3 shows the trajectorie
phase space and probability distributions near reference p
A. A PS state appears only in the response-response sy
@Figs. 3~e! and 3~f!# without PS in the drive-response syste
@because probability distributions are not localized in Fi
3~a–d!#, which is different from the case of the referen
point B. We call this phenomenon GPS on the analogy of
in which two state variablesx2 andx3 coverge to the same
value. In GPS the phasesu2 andu3 are bounded by a con
stant. Figure 4 shows the temporal behaviors of each o
lator at the same coupling strength as that of Fig. 3. We n
that PS is established in oscillator 2 and 3 as the phase
mostly matched in Fig. 4~c!, while phase slippings appear i
oscillators 1 and 2@Fig. 4~a!# or oscillators 1 and 3@Fig.

FIG. 3. GPS in Eqs.~2!–~4! at e50.2: ~a! stroboscopic phase
trajectory ~black dots! of oscillator 1 with oscillator 3@18#; ~c!
oscillator 1 with oscillator 2;~e! oscillator 3 with oscillator 2;~b!,
~d!, and~f! are probability distributions of~a!, ~c!, and~e!, respec-
tively.
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4~b!#, intermittently. Finally, we remark that GPS is a ph
nomenon characterized by PS in the response-response
tem, and thus it is different from conventional PS@9#.

In Fig. 5, we also observe that GPS appears when
responses are slightly detuned with frequencies of
60.005, and it destabilizes for frequencies of 1.060.01.
This implies that GPS is a real phenomenon that should
experimentally observable@19#, and the attractor deforma
tions observed in Figs. 3~e! and 5~e! seem to originate from
the driving signal of different natural frequency. The simil
phenomenon is often observed in unidirectionally coup

FIG. 4. Temporal behaviors of drive and response oscillator
the GPS regime whene50.2: ~a! x1 andx2, ~b! x1 andx3, ~c! x2

andx3.

FIG. 5. Appearance of GPS when two response oscillators
slightly detuned. The natural frequencies of response oscillators
wr51.005~of oscillator 2! andwr50.995~of oscillator 3!, respec-
tively. Others parameters are those of Fig. 3.
1-3
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systems with different dynamics@13#. It was shown recently
@9,10# that the phase defined by geometrical function l
ours and the phase based on the Hilbert transformation p
tically coincide. So we think our result is independent of t
method of defining the phase.

In conclusion, we have studied PS in unidirectiona
coupled chaotic systems with parameter mismatch, and
have focused upon clarifying the relationship of PS pheno
ena in the drive-response and PS in the response-resp
systems. When the driving signals are identical, PS in
drive-response system corresponds to PS in the respo
response system and the system develops to GS as the
pling strength increases: PS→GS. When the driving signals
-
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are correlated~but not identical!, PS is established in the
response-response system but not in the drive-response
tem. We call this phenomenon GPS. The GPS state transi
PS when coupling strength increases. The results are
firmed by the analysis of Lyapunov exponents, phase tra
tories, and time series. We expect that the GPS concept c
be used for analyzing weak interdependences of data com
from weakly correlated systems such as neuronal syst
@6#, cardiac oscillators@20#, and ecological systems@21#, etc.
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